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Under the auspices of Ahmadi governor, Sheikh Fawwaz Khaled
Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, Ahmadi governorate recently concluded a
campaign organized by CA to boost public awareness con-

cerning prostate cancer through visiting various diwaniyas and co-

ops under the motto of ‘Awareness is prevention’. Speaking on the
occasion, Ahmadi governorate technical office manager, Ibrahim Al-
Foudery stressed on the significance of awareness campaigns noting
that Sheikh Fawwaz had given direct instructions to lend helping hand

to all official, private and voluntary bodies for the greater good of the
community. On his part, Dr Ali Al-Qattan stressed on the importance
of regular checkups for the elderly to avoid various diseases includ-
ing cancer. 

Ahmadi governorate, CA conclude
prostate cancer awareness campaign

Within the activities organized by LOYAC’s
Academy for Performance Arts (LAPA)
The Palestinian three-member band;

Soul 47 recently performed at Al-Shaheed park
presenting a mixture of outstanding e-music and
songs in Arabic and English. The concert was
attended by the Palestinian ambassador to Kuwait,
Rami Tahboub and his accompanying delegation as
well as LOYAC’s chairperson, Fare’a Al-Saqqaf.
Speaking on the occasion, the band leader, Tareq
Abu Kuwaik expressed his joy on the band’s first
performance at Al-Shaheed park and in Kuwait.
Abu Kuwaik also explained that the band’s name
represents the freedom of transport in the pre 1947
border demarcation between Arab countries. The
Soul 47 band was formed in Amman, Jordan in 2013
including Ramzi Sulaiman, Hamza Aran’out, Wala
Sbait in addition to Abu Kuwaik.  

Critic Mohamed Sami Abu Hadbah
recently got a Ph.D. degree in
‘Style Structures in Suad Al-

Sabah’s Poetry’ and published a book
with the same thesis title including full
studies of nine of her poetry collection
books. The study started with a brief
note about Suad Al-Sabah’s life then a
preamble about stylistics concepts and
relation with other sciences including
language. The second chapter of the
book talked about phonetic and rhyth-
mic structures including repetition,
phonological synthesis, external acoustic
and rhythmic structures, music and

rhymes. The third chapter talks about
grammatical structures while the fifth
chapter introduces an applied study
about Al-Sabah’s style. “The lady of the
words, Suad Al-Sabah sailed in the
world of poetic creativity and held the
beacon to defend women’s rights in the
Arab world and thus became their offi-
cial spokesperson for their feelings and
silent hearts. Her poetry is full of love
and words that dance to its music. Her
poetry is also full of pain that brought
mothers to tears, it is full of patriotism
and ambition,” Abu Hadbah said in the
book’s preface. 

Critic Hadbah majors in 
Suad Al-Sabah’s Poetry

Palestinian band ‘Soul 47’ perform at Al-Shaheed park 

In collaboration with the
Hospitality Services Co.,
Leaders Group Company for

Consulting and Development
announced that more and more
hospitality, catering and hotel
equipment companies have so far
announced their intention to take
part in Horeca Kuwait 2020 exhi-
bition due to be held at Mishref
International Fair grounds in the
period of January 20-22, 2020.

Announcing his company’s
participation in this annual exhi-
bition, Al-Zad Trading Group’s
chairman of board of directors,
Abdullah Al-Nafisi, expected

growing demand on hospitality
services in Kuwait due to the
increase of luxurious hotels num-
bers in the few past years and the
competition amongst catering
companies and restaurants. He
added that 120 new hotels had
been built in three years. Al-
Nafisi added that Horeca had
proved the significance of spe-
cialized exhibitions in promoting
trade exchanges amongst spe-
cialized companies brought
together under one roof. 

Speaking about his group, Al-
Nafisi said that it was one of the
biggest ‘full line’ suppliers to

hotels and restaurants in Kuwait.
He added that it was established
in 1994 and became one of
Kuwait’s largest suppliers to the
hotels, restaurants and catering
companies. He also noted that
the company was established by
the owners of Kuwait’s five-star
hotels and that it was now the
sole agent of international food
brands and the first distributor
of those products in the entire
GCC region. 

Al-Nafisi added that the group
has a branch for raw materials
needed to produce sweets and
pastries, a gourmet for organic
and imported products, a branch
for sweets (Sweet Dalia) and huge
fleet of refrigerated trucks to
ensure immediate delivery of
refrigerated or dry products.

Further, Al-Nafisi added that the
group owns a travel and hotel
booking agency through which it
serves clients seeking travelling
for tourism or overseas treatment. 

Al-Zad co-sponsors 
Horeca Kuwait 2020

Abdullah Al-Nifisi

ICSK Amman students 
win at BISQ 2019

ICSK Amman’s young quizzers, Caleb
Kurian George of class VIII, Issam
Thalhath of class VII and Alvin Jerry

of class VI, who won the Bhavans Middle
East Inter School Quiz Competition in
September 2019, represented Kuwait at

the GCC finals of ‘BISQ 2019’ on
November 23, 2019. They emerged win-
ners of the BISQ 2019 quiz competition,
competing with various teams from the
different schools across the Middle East.

Within the “Kuwait on the Silk Route” program designed to explore Kuwaiti cities, the Diplomatic Women Committee recently
organized a trip to Ahmadi city, during which the committee advisor, Narjis Al-Shatti briefed the visitors about the city and its
various facilities. The trip included the ambassadors of Chad and Kyrgyzstan to Kuwait and a number of ambassadors’ spouses

who were all hosted at KOC’s Ahmed Al-Jaber Museum.  


